
OnPoint Release v6.5 Jun-17
Bug = feature not 

working as 

expected

New Feature = new capability in the system 

Enhancement = improvement to an existing 

system feature

Yellow highlight indicates a Feature Guide is being written and 

will be available soon.

Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-6706 OPCM - Home - Pending 

Approval - Event Sessions 

Pending Approval

Enhancement Adding fields to Events Pending Approval page 

for location and requested date

Add additional fields to the OPCM Event Registrations Pending 

Approval page for Location and Requested Date, to provide 

admins with more information as to the session the user is 

attempting to sign up for and is awaiting approval for, as well as 

to show when the user actually made the request to attend that 

specific Event Session.

LMS-6230 OPCM - User & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User Details - 

Memberships

Enhancement Make recommendations from User's tab Provide option to make and remove recommendations from 

user's recommendations tab. In the previous release, you had to 

go to the object and to the recommendations tab for that object 

and make the recommendation there.  This update allows you to 

make recommendations from the user's record.  Requires 

custom UI/UX for this release.  Will be added to standard portals 

in v6.7.

LMS-6321 OPCM - Users & Groups - 

Groups - Recommendations

Enhancement New option for making recommendations to a 

group

New tab in OPCM next to Assignments for Recommendations for 

making recommendations to a group.  Recommendations made 

on this page will persist and be made for all current and future 

members of that group.

LMS-6544 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User Details - 

User Actions 

Issue Resetting a user's history makes archived skill 

profiles active again

Resetting a user's history has been updated to ensure that 

archived skill profiles are made active again and appear in the 

user's record.  Previously archived skill profiles were left in the 

user's history when everything else had been reset to Not 

Attempted.

LMS-6546 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User Details - 

Assignments

Enhancement New button to access the recertified event 

history for a user

Addition of a button to access the recertified history for events 

that have been recertified for a user.  This is accessed from the 

user's assignments for a specific event in OPCM.  Previously we 

were tracking it but not letting an Admin see it in the User's 

record; you could only see the most recent recertification.

LMS-6547 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User Details - 

History 

Enhancement Update User Event Recertification to show all 

recert data

Update Event Recertification in user's history to show all recert 

data.  Recertified events now list all recertified sessions of a 

specific event as well as the event title and session date / time.  

This is connected to the item LMS-6546, just adding it to the 

History tab.

LMS-6645 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User Details - 

Assignments

Bug Test Lock out message should no longer appear 

past the lock out time

The Lock out message for a test should not appear past the lock 

out time set in OPCM for that test for that user.  The lockout 

indicator was incorrectly being displayed within Course Manager 

even when the lock out period had passed.

LMS-6782 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User Details - 

Assignments - Events

Enhancement Show additional session info when assigning a 

user to sessions

Update the view of the available and selected sessions when 

assigning a user to sessions from within the user's record in 

OPCM, to show additional session information including 

duration and location.

LMS-7039 OPCM - Users & Groups - 

Groups - Add Group

New Feature New option to auto-create a forum when a 

group is created

Add new option with an additional checkbox to automatically 

create a forum when a group is created and associate the new 

group with that forum.

LMS-7570 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User Details - 

Assignment Views - Trigger 

Execution Log

Enhancement Add log of trigger actions per user Add in an individual log of fired trigger actions per user; tracks all 

notifications as well as assignment actions.  This enhancement 

should assist admins in trouble-shooting whether notifications 

and triggered assignments occurred when a user claims 

otherwise.

LMS-7196 OPCM - Users & Groups - 

Groups - Recommendations

Bug "Select-all" not working on Recommendation 

page

"Select-all" not working in Group Skill Profile Recommendation 

page; corrected.
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Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-6601 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - Users - 

Assignments - Event 

Assignments

Enhancement New detail added to the Event Assignment - 

Status area

Added additional detail including Assigned and Completed Date 

to the User Event Status area of the User's Assignments tab, for 

informational purposes.

LMS-6561 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - Memberships - 

Location Assignment

Enhancement Option to remove user's location assignment 

from their Memberships tab

Add in the ability to remove a user from their location 

assignment from the user's Memberships tab in OPCM. Useful 

for customers who do not have an automated import feed -- 

which would potentially reassign the location back to the user 

the next day.

LMS-6702 OPCM - Users & Groups - 

Groups - Information Tab - 

Login Action

New Feature Specify a 'next login' setting for a group of users Add in the ability to set a forced "Login Action" for all users in a 

specified group for their next login.  The options include Change 

password, Show My Profile Launch, and Present OPFX Form.

LMS-7497 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - User - 

Information Tab - Assignment 

Views on action bar

Bug Corrected certificate display whenever two 

share the same name

Correction made to OPCM and OPPM displays of earned 

certificates to ensure that the correct certificate is shown if 

there are two certificates that share the same name.

LMS-7509 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - Assignments - 

Status

Enhancement Changing the status of a user assignment 

should update the completion status of an 

associated Skill Profile

Manually changing the status of an assignment in a user's record 

should review the status of any associated Skill Profiles or 

Curriculums for that user to determine if the user is now 

complete for that Skill Profile or Curriculum.

LMS-6881 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - Test Scores - 

User Survey Results

Bug Showing User ID instead of Survey ID under 

User Survey Results

Showing User ID instead of Survey ID under User Survey Results 

in Users' Test Scores page; corrected.

LMS-7496 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers -  Information tab - 

Assignment Views action 

button - User Certificates 

Bug Update the view of recertified certificates to 

ensure the proper data is included

Update the view of legacy recertified certificates to ensure that 

the proper object data is input into the certificate when 

launched from the Certificates listing for a specified user.

LMS-6938 OPCM - Users  & Groups - 

Users & Managers -  

Assignments - Event 

Assignments

Enhancement Update the User Event Status Page to properly 

show Linked Event Sessions when assigning 

users to event sessions.

Update the User Event Status Page to properly show Linked 

Event Sessions when assigning users to event sessions; 

previously we were not displaying this information because we 

were not able to take attendance separately for the linked 

session.

LMS-7571 OPCM - Users & Groups - 

Groups - Group Detail - 

Assignments -  Assign Users

Enhancement Assign members of other group(s) to a selected 

group

Update the Group Assignment page to allow for assigning 

members of other group(s) to the selected group.  The filter will 

support the selection of other group(s) to be assigned, but just 

the current members of those groups, at the time of the action, 

will be assigned to the selected group.  Newly added members 

of those other groups moving forward would not be auto-

assigned to the selected group unless an additional action is 

taken.

LMS-6712 OPCM - Users & Groups - Users 

& Managers - Assignments 

Views action button

Enhancement Print option added to Assignment Status and 

Competency Matrix

A new print option has been added to the Assignment Status 

and Competency Matrix (both views) of the User record in 

OPCM/OPPM

LMS-7520 OPCM - Content - Object - 

Triggers

Enhancement Assignment triggers have been updated to 

include objects with specific key and param 

combinations

As part of the addition of Param values at the object level, all 

assignment triggers have been updated to allow for making 

assignments based on objects with specific key and param 

combinations as the params for those objects.  Standard rules of 

access and assignment apply (approval, catalogs, etc.)  

Parameters need to be enabled.

LMS-6774 OPCM - Content - Nuggets Enhancement Add a breadcrumb to the Nugget creation 

process

Add in the expected breadcrumb navigation to the Nugget 

creation process so that an admin can navigate back to the 

nugget from a page within the nugget.

LMS-7153 OPCM - Content - Courses - 

Assignments - Page

Bug Corrected navigation issue when accessing an 

Asset then returning to a Page

Drilling into a Course Asset then returning to the Page level 

causes the 'Course' back button to disappear; corrected.

LMS-7152 OPCM - Content - Assets Bug Selecting 'Refresh' at Asset level causes back 

buttons to disappear

Selecting 'Refresh' at Asset level causes 'Page' and 'Nugget' back-

buttons to disappear, corrected.
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LMS-5543 OPCM - Content - Nuggets New Feature Added support for ePUB 3 Publishing a nugget now publishes ePUB 3 in addition to 1 and 2, 

in the format that is necessary for proper display.

LMS-7041 OPCM - Content - Wizards - 

Content Wizard

New Feature Added support for URL(HTML-type) Nuggets via 

the Content Wizard

An additional option in the Content Wizard has been added to 

support the upload and creation of URL(HTML) Nuggets.  

Creation of a URL/HTML-type nugget will create an auto-launch 

HTML file (auto creates the Page and the Asset) that directs to 

the specified url.  This url nugget is supported on mobile as well 

as portal and will open the nugget page to the specified url.

LMS-4512 OPCM - Content - Wizards - 

Content Wizard

New Feature Add xAPI Course type to the Wizard Addition to the Standard Course Wizard to allow for the guided 

creation of an xAPI course.

LMS-6555 OPCM - Content - Wizards - 

Content Wizard

Enhancement Update the Content Wizard to remove 

assignment types no longer utilized and 

streamline the video format options

Updates to the Content Wizard to remove assignment types no 

longer utilized such as Flash (zip package) as well as the mobile 

course template downloads.  In addition, the flow for video 

nuggets has been streamlined to the video formats and types 

more typically used.

LMS-6801 OPCM - Content - Wizards - 

Assessment Wizard & 

Assessments - Tests - Test 

Wizard Button

Enhancement Update the Assessment Wizard to show 

required fields

Update the Assessment Wizard to properly indicate required 

fields and alert when those fields are not filled in.

LMS-6758 OPCM - Assessments - Tests - 

Advanced

Enhancement The Question Sets field has been restricted to a 

maximum of 10

Question Pools have been limited to 10 pools per test.   

Previously, the drop down could be overwritten to allow for 

typing in a number above 10, but this was not supported in the 

display of the question pools.

LMS-6800 OPCM - Assessments - Tests 

and also Events & Activities - 

Activities

Bug Update the Test and Activity list pages to have 

consistent styling

Update the Test list and Activity list pages to have the same 

styling as other similar areas in OPCM.

LMS-7501  OPCM-Assessments-Tests and 

also Questions

New Feature New Parameter values at the Question and Test 

level

New "Parameter" values have been added at the Question and 

Test levels to assist with managing UI displays and provide more 

granular system analytics and tracking.

LMS-6437 OPCM - Various Test views Bug Archived tests incorrectly displaying score as 

"0"

Test Score of archived test information incorrectly displays the 

test score as "0"; corrected.

LMS-6739 OPCM - Assessments - 

Questions

Bug Correct issue blocking "Inactive" questions from 

being accessed

Corrected an issue that was preventing "Inactive" questions 

from being selected or accessed from within OPCM.

LMS-7385 OPCM - Assessments - 

Performance

New Feature New Performance Evaluation module that 

includes a Performance Form and routing

Creation of a new Performance Evaluation add-on module that 

leverages a customizable performance evaluation form and 

routing options. This is an optional add-on module (call for 

pricing).

LMS-7458 OPCM - Assessments - 

Performance Forms - Form 

Files

Enhancement Associate multiple "form" files to a Form, one 

for each assigned language

Support has been created as part of the Form process to allow 

for the association of multiple "form" files to a Form, one for 

each assigned language.  When the form is launched, the form 

specific to the user's preferred language is presented.

LMS-6693 OPCM - Assessments New Feature New Polling functionality New Polling functionality has been added to allow for a new test 

type "Poll" that can be created in Course Manager and assigned 

to groups of users.  Polls are then launched by a portlet linked to 

from a Custom Portal.  Managers and Instructors can access this 

portlet to select and launch polls to their managed groups, and 

view/display the results.  Users access a poll via a link on their 

Custom Portal, a deep link in an email, or via a provided QR 

code.  Polls are not "assigned" content so they do not appear in 

a user's assignment lists.

LMS-6317 OPCM - Events - Triggers Enhancement Remove substitution values for event session 

triggers

Remove unnecessary substitution values for event session 

triggers (e.g. session ID's, class comments, etc.) that didn't make 

sense to be selectable.
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LMS-6891 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Events - Event Session - 

Enrollment

Enhancement Update Event Session Detail to provide End 

time field along with duration

Update Event Session Detail to provide End time field along with 

duration; either one will auto-calculate the other value.

LMS-6864 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Webinars - Event Session

Enhancement Update WebEx and Adobe Connect Sessions to 

provide an additional Config for participant 

time to completion

Update WebEx and Adobe Connect Session creation to provide 

an additional Config for participant time to completion.  This 

value is set at each Webinar Session by an OnPoint Admin and is 

used by the participation process to mark a user as attended for 

the Webinar if the participation information returned from 

WebEx or Adobe Connect indicates that the user spent enough 

time based on this new value and the session duration.

LMS-6963 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Events - Event Session - 

Enrollment

Enhancement Capture a reason when removing a user from 

an event session

Updates have been made to force the capture of a reason when 

an admin is removing a user from an event session from within 

the enrollment pages of the Event session.  This reason can be 

categorized as "personal" or "business" and configuration values 

determine whether "personal" allows for a comment as to why 

the user was removed.  This setting is established under 

Administration - Configuration - Course Manager, and is a global 

setting only (i.e. once it is set, it applies to all sessions).

LMS-7040 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Events - Event Session Creation

New Feature New option to auto-create a forum when an 

event session group is created

Add additional option to the Event Session creation process to 

automatically create and associate a forum with an event 

session group. Note:  you cannot create a Forum unless you are 

also creating a Group.

LMS-6897 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Events - Event Session - 

Enrollment

Enhancement Add list of users withdrawn from sessions on 

the event session enrollment page

Create a new function to record an "audit trail" of users 

withdrawn from event sessions.  The list of Removed users is 

captured in the Event Session History and also displayed at the 

bottom of the Enrollment Session Enrollment page - information 

area to indicate the "Removed Users" and any applicable 

reasons.

LMS-6954 OPCM - Events & Activities - ILT 

- Classes tab - select user - 

Class Sessions

Enhancement Update the User Class Schedule Page to show 

Linked Sessions

Update the User Class Schedule Page to show Linked Sessions; 

previously we did not display linked sessions.

LMS-6501 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Instructor-Led and Webinars - 

Triggers

New Feature New Triggers to message users removed from 

the Waitlist of an Event session - Event-Session-

Closed & Removed-From-Waitlist" 

A new Trigger action has been created to be fired when a user is 

removed from the Waitlist of a specific event session when that 

event's registration period has closed or the event session has 

started.  This message would be used to alert the user that they 

did not get a seat in the requested event session and that they 

should select another session.

LMS-7226 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Instructor-Led or Webinars - 

Triggers

New Feature Support for triggered assignments that occur 

before an event session start date

Add in assignment rules to Event Session - Triggered 

Assignments to allow for the creation of triggered assignments 

before  an event session start date. For example, the ability to 

make an assignment of an eLearning course to a group two 

weeks before an event session starts.

LMS-7230 OPCM - Events & Activities - ILT 

or Webinar - Triggers - Trigger 

Actions

New Feature New event trigger to send an email to users 

assigned to an event but missing a session 

selection

Creation of a new event trigger action called 'No Assigned Event 

Session' designed to send an email to users when the user is 

assigned to the event but has not selected a session to attend.  If 

a user is missing session assignments to any class within the 

event, after x number of days from assignment, send reminder 

notification.

LMS-6711 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Event Locations

Enhancement Add Event Location status of Inactive Add in the ability to mark an Event Location as "Inactive" to 

preserve the connection to the event session, but prevent the 

display of that event session location to users and admins. For 

example, you no longer offer training at the Marriott-New 

Orleans. Instead of having to delete that location, you set it as 

Inactive, so that for any training that was held at that location, 

the historical detail is retained, but the location is removed from 

selection lists moving forward.

LMS-6805 OPCM - Events & Activities -  

Various Pages

Enhancement Update page breadcrumbs Update page breadcrumbs to have the same structure in missed 

locations.
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LMS-7512 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Instructor-Led or Webinars - 

Classes - Event Class Session 

Edit

Enhancement When deleting an Event Class, alert the admin 

and indicate any associated sessions

Updates have been made to the process of deleting an Event 

Class that alert the admin that they are attempting to delete a 

class of an event and whether there are any sessions associated 

with the class being deleted.

LMS-6946 OPCM - Events & Activities - ILT 

-  Session Edit

Bug Event Session calendar selector is partially 

hidden by the top menu

The Event Session calendar selector shown when creating a new 

session of an event was being partially hidden by the top menu 

in certain situations.  This has been corrected so that the 

calendar appears on top of the menu when selected.

LMS-7461 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Activity Completion, or from 

Home Page - Activities Pending 

Completion

Issue Show all 20 user custom fields on the Activity 

Completion page

When an Admin is checking the Activities Pending Completion 

list, they can access a user information pop-up that provides 

additional detail about the user (populated from the user's 

information tab), to assist the Admin.  This pop-up previously 

included 10 user custom fields, and has now been updated to 

show all 20 user custom fields if they have been defined for the 

customer.

LMS-7277 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Events - Event Session Creation

New Feature Auto-create a Catalog for an event session 

group

Add new option to the Event Session creation process to 

automatically create and associate a Catalog with an event 

session group

LMS-6740 OPCM - Events & Activities - ILT 

or Webinars - Classes - Sessions

Enhancement Add duration field at the session level of an 

event

Updates have been made to allow for the tracking of the 

duration at each individual session within an event.  Event 

Sessions inherit the duration of the class, but can have that 

duration edited independently for each session.  The duration 

and end time of the session work in unison and are updated 

automatically when one or the other is changed.

LMS-7011 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Webinars

Enhancement New field at the Event level for defining the 

Adobe Connect Folder to combine all sessions 

of this event into

Provide a new field at the Event level for defining the Adobe 

Connect folder to create all sessions of this event in when passed 

to Adobe Connect.  This is currently being done utilizing custom1 

at the event level for Adobe Connect Events.  This field is only 

present for Adobe Connect Webinars and will obviate the need 

for using Custom field values.

LMS-7369 OPCM - Events & Activities - 

Master Event Calendar

Enhancement Master Calendar now auto-updates the 

Timezone filter

The Event Master Calendar in OPCM now auto-updates the 

Timezone filter based on your selection from the location filter.

LMS-5672 OPCM - select an object - 

Triggers - Add Notification or 

Add Assignment/ 

Recommendation

New Feature New Trigger option to record a trigger action in 

the LRS when the action occurs

All standard and object-level triggers have been updated to 

allow an additional option "Send to LRS" to record a trigger 

action in the LRS when the action occurs.  All trigger actions have 

a standard verb / statement combination for each trigger at this 

time.  A mapping of these verb / statement combinations are 

included in the referenced documentation.

LMS-7456 OPCM - all key object classes - 

Information tab - action bar

New Feature New object-level parameter fields added to 

support UI content groupings, business rule 

logic, or reporting/analytics.

A new set of fields called "Parameters" have been added for all 

object classes to allow for specific pairs of values to be 

associated with specific objects, to be utilized by separate 

processes or from the UI for groupings of content.  These 

"params" can be accessed on the information tab of each object.  

"Keys" are defined by OnPoint; Admins can add "Values".

LMS-6799 OPCM - All Object List Pages Bug Update the spelling of "Inactive" in icon legend Correct misspelling of "Inactive" in list views icon legend at the 

bottom of the page.

LMS-7007 OPCM - key assignable object 

classes - Assignments - Users - 

Assign

Enhancement Modify the user assignments page to separate 

user and group assignments

Modify the user assignments page in all objects to separate user 

and group assignments with separate tabs in the available 

columns.

LMS-6942 OPCM - key assignable object 

classes -  Assignments - Users - 

Recommended display

Bug Corrected Recommended count on object's 

Assignments tab

On the Assignments tab of any object, the number of users 

recommended to the object was not correctly updating to 

reflect the correct number of recommended users.  Corrected.

LMS-7502 OPCM - Objects - Triggers - Add 

Assignment

New Feature New assignment-level custom trigger utilizing 

parameter values

Creation of a new assignment-level custom trigger action 

utilizing opux_param values.  The trigger action allows for 

assignments to be made to the user of other objects with a 

specified param / key combination.  An example of this is the use 

of a parameter value in order to auto assign the user to a cohort 

pre- and post-event webinar.
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LMS-7562 OPCM - Objects - Triggers - Add 

Assignment

New Feature Assign users to a group via a trigger action Add an option to triggered assignments to be able to assign 

users to a specific group based on the trigger action.  An 

example of this is the ability to assign all users who successfully 

complete course ID 1234 to the group ID 5678.

LMS-7076 OPCM - Notifications - Forums - 

Content

Enhancement Add ability to search the contents of a Forum Add an option when reviewing a specific Forum to search that 

forum's contents for specific words or phrases.  This is specific to 

OPCM review of the Forum entries.

LMS-6790 OPCM - Notifications - Email 

Queue

Issue Email queue filter resets to default Email queue filter resets to default when moving between 

results pages; corrected to retain the filter selection between 

the pages until you navigate away from the page.

LMS-6894 OPCM - Notifications - 

Standard Notifications

Issue Standard notification modal windows were 

opening too large

Corrected an issue where Standard notification modal windows 

were opening too large on smaller height monitors.  The window 

should appear within the available space without overflow; 

corrected.  This does not refer to regular Announcements/ 

Notifications, which did not have this issue.

LMS-6918 OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill  

Profiles - Assignments - 

Assigned Objects

Enhancement New option to control the skill profile update 

function based on the original assignment date

Add option to specify when an assignment to a Skill Profile or a 

Curriculum should only be made to those users that were 

assigned to the Skill Profile or Curriculum before a specified 

date.

LMS-7341 OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill 

Profiles - Assignment - 

Assign/Sequence - Filter

Bug Set 'Enter' to function the same as 'Apply' for 

Skill Profile search

The 'Enter' key should function the same as 'Apply' for Skill 

Profile search fields on the Skill Profile List in OPCM.

LMS-6987 OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill 

Profiles - Assignments Tab - 

Assigned Objects

Enhancement Change the "Assign Before" and "Assign After" 

text to past tense

Update the language in OPCM to change the text of "Assign 

Before" and "Assign After" to be past tense -- "Assigned Before" 

and "Assigned After"--  to clarify that the item within that skill 

profile will only be assigned to users (already assigned to the skill 

profile) before/after a certain specified date. 

LMS-6369 OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill 

Profiles / Curriculums - 

Assignments

New Feature New option to designate which items in a skill 

profile or curriculum are required for 

completion

An additional level of detail has been added to the Skill Profile 

Assignments to allow for designating which specific items within 

a skill profile or Curriculum are required for completion of the 

skill profile / curriculum.  The individually set required items 

cancel out the minimum # of skills to reach completion.  These 

two functions must be used separately from one another.

LMS-6595 OPCM - Skills & Games - Game 

Profile

Issue Correct navigation when creating a game When creating a game, the Admin is taken back to the game list 

instead of to the game info page.  This has been corrected to 

return the Admin to the Game Profile page of the newly created 

game upon save, to make it easy to continue editing.

LMS-6828 OPCM - Administration - Audit 

Trail

Enhancement Optimize Audit Trail page Optimize Audit Trail page for faster load time; pagination has 

been added for efficiency.

LMS-6899 OPCM - Administration - 

System Administration - 

Administration Matrix - User 

Administrative Rights

Enhancement New setting to allow an Admin to change 

another user's role

Additional options have been added to the Administrative 

Matrix to allow for adjusting the administrative rights of 

individual administrators -- specifically for setting which admins 

have the ability to affect change to the system roles of users / 

other admins in the OPLS.

LMS-5995 OPCM - Administration - 

Manage Reports - OPPM 

Reports

New Feature Add a sequencing option to set the display of 

OPPM reports

A sequencing option has been added to reports that are set to 

show in OPPM.  The list of Reports can now be sequenced from 

within OPCM - Manage Reports using a set of up/down arrows.  

This sequence sets the order of the reports when displayed in 

OPPM for all Performance Managers.

LMS-7223 OPCM - Administration - Portal 

& Mobile UI - Assigned Groups

Enhancement New indicator shows the number of users 

assigned to a UI

The view of the Mobile UI in OPCM has been updated to indicate 

the number of users that are currently assigned to see each UI.

LMS-7464 OPCM - Administration - 

Transfer - Transfer Course, 

Nugget or Assessment Set

Enhancement Updated the Transfer Assessment utility  to 

retain answer point values

Update to the Transfer Assessment utility as it was not 

previously transferring the answer point values originally 

established for a test when that test was then transferred 

between slices.  This update affects tests associated with a 

Course, Nugget or Assessment Set.
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LMS-7281 OPCM - Administration - 

Configuration - Content Viewer 

-Events

New Feature New config value to establish how much in 

advance an instructor can begin taking 

attendance

An additional customer-level global configuration value called 

the 'Pre-Event Attendance Start' has been added to allow for 

setting the amount of time in minutes when an instructor should 

have access to begin taking attendance for their instructed event 

sessions.

LMS-7511 OPCM- Administration - 

Configuration - Content Viewer

Enhancement New config value to set the window size that 

OPCV opens from OPPortal or deep links

A configuration value called 'Launch Window Size' has been 

added to set the size that OPCV windows should be opened to 

when launched from OPPortal or from deep links.  This sizing is 

limited to a maximum of 90% of the available screen height to 

ensure users still see the portal behind the window. Portals will 

need to be updated to utilize the new value, but this can be used 

to match the deep link window size to that of the portal without 

further updates.

LMS-6959 OPCM - Administration - 

Configuration - Course 

Manager - Events

Enhancement New config value to define the default start 

time for event sessions

A new Customer-level configuration value called 'Default Event 

Session Start Time' has been added to allow for defining the 

default start time for newly created event sessions.

LMS-5520 OPCM - Administration - File 

Management - Manage SCORM 

Files

Enhancement New area to see, edit, and delete uploaded 

SCORM course files

Add in a new section under Administration - File Management to 

see, edit, and delete uploaded SCORM course files. This used to 

be found under a custom link; we're moving it to a more obvious 

spot for Admins to locate and manage SCORM packages.

LMS-7434 OPCM - Administration - 

Configuration - Content Viewer 

- Skillsoft

Enhancement Add option to pass a generic user name as a 

valid credential to Skillsoft

Add a new configuration value that can be used in place of the 

user name when launching a Skillsoft course.  The user first and 

last name will take on the generic value if one is defined while 

still passing the unique user id to Skillsoft to keep the records 

separated.  This will prevent user data exposure due to the 

passing of the user first and last name.

LMS-6640 OPCM - Administration - 

Display Hierarchy

Enhancement Add ability to move items directly to top or 

bottom of display hierarchy

Update Hierarchy to provide option to move an item in a list all 

the way to the top or bottom with one action versus hitting the 

up or down arrow button multiple times to change an item's 

placement in the list.

LMS-7023 OPCM - Administration - 

Catalogs - Select Catalog - 

Associated Objects action 

button - Assigned Skill 

Profiles/Curriculums

Enhancement Update the Catalog assignment page to 

differentiate Skill Profiles from Curriculums

Update the Catalog assignment page to differentiate Skill Profiles 

from Curriculums in separate sub tabs.

LMS-6905 OPCM - Administration - 

Configuration  - Customer - 

Content Viewer 

Enhancement Update the IE Compatibility Configuration 

default value

Update the Default IE Browser Compatibility default value to the 

lowest common denominator to be supported to prevent 

incorrect values from being utilized for IE Compatibility values.  

Pick one value to be the lowest you will support.

LMS-7402 OPCM - Administration - File 

Management - Manage SCORM 

Files

Enhancement New process for updating a SCORM course to 

ensure a new SCORM asset is created

Improve the process for updating a SCORM course to ensure 

that a new SCORM asset is created and associated with the 

Course.  This will ensure that significant changes to the SCORM 

course are properly read and presented to the user.  Moved to a 

new location.

LMS-6695 OPCM - Administration - 

Configuration - Customer - 

Options action button - Edit 

WebEx Settings

Enhancement New WebEx config values for telephony 

support and email invitations

Update the WebEx configuration pages to provide additional 

values for telephony support as well as for whether email 

invitations should be sent from WebEx as part of the registration 

process for a WebEx session.

LMS-6804 OPCM - Various Enhancement Updates to clear filter button Update the clear filter button across OPCM to be consistent 

throughout.

LMS-6855 OPCM - Various Enhancement Updates to optimize hierarchical displays Updates have been made to optimize all hierarchical-style 

displays (including Org Chart, Locations, Event Locations, Display 

Hierarchy) to provide faster loading as well as to return the user 

to where they left off when making selections.

LMS-6985 OPCM - Various Enhancement Updates to taxonomy and layout for 

consistency

Minor updates to taxonomy and layout to bring specific areas 

more in line with standards.
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Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-7093 Events & Activities - Webinars - 

Event Session Creation

Enhancement Update WebEx calls to include additional info Update WebEx Createsession calls to include Pre-join Time (or 

"Open Time" in WebEx) as well as session Duration.  We now 

pass this information over to WebEx.

LMS-7455 Events & Activities - Events - 

Event Session Enrollment

Bug Event Auto-Assign not working correctly Auto-Assign not working if next Class and Available Session are < 

4-5 hours from when the last Session they were assigned ends; 

corrected.

LMS-7482 op-common - Events Enhancement Update to block notifications for past sessions Update Event-Session-Changed logic to block notifications from 

being sent for past sessions.

LMS-7001 opcommon - Events - Webinars Enhancement Additional checks to review participation 

information from Adobe Connect and mark 

corresponding attendance

Add in additional checks to review Participation information 

from Adobe Connect and mark attendees as attended  and 

assign those that have participation information but were not 

previously assigned to the event session if there is a match with 

their login or email address.

LMS-7050 opcommon - Events - Webinars Bug Correct error encountered if a user had a dash 

in their name

An error was encountered when joining an Adobe Connect 

session if a user had a dash (-) in their first or last name; 

corrected.

LMS-7002 opcommon - Events - Webinars Bug Correct error encountered if the user had a 

space in their name

An error was encountered when joining an Adobe Connect 

session if the user had a space in their name; corrected.

Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-6293 OPCV - Courses - Nuggets Bug Properly show Document Inline assets in 

nuggets

Correction to OPCV to properly show Document Inline assets in 

nuggets.  These were previously not working.

LMS-7404 OPCV - Courses Update Show the Required value in the course 

assignment list in a different color 

Correction to show the Required value in the course assignment 

list in OPCV in a different color than the Optional value as was 

the case in previous releases.

LMS-2963 OPCV - Courses - Search Bug Update search to properly look at title, 

description, and meta tags

Update the standard OPCV search to properly search using title, 

description, and meta tags.

LMS-7380 OPCV - Courses - Category New Feature Hide Categories not marked user-viewable Utilize the new 'User Viewable' flag at the Category level to hide 

any category from the available category dropdowns that is not 

marked viewable by users.

LMS-7422 OPCV - Courses (Assignments) Bug Display the correct test score attempt on the 

Course Info page

Correction to the Course info page to make sure that the correct 

test attempt is displayed for the previous test attempt(s).

LMS-7423 OPCV - Courses - Assessment 

Sets

Bug Display the correct test attempt on the Test Set 

info page

Correction to the Test Set info page to make sure that the 

correct test attempt is displayed for the previous test attempt(s).

LMS-6683 OPCV - Content Access New Feature Deep link into a Test from an email Added in the ability to deep link into a testset from a link in an 

email.  Admins can use the provided deep link URL to prompt 

the user to log in and then launch to the test set detail page.  

This type of deep link was previously only available for Courses 

and Nuggets.

LMS-6822 OPCV - SCORM Access Enhancement Update SCORM player to not show multi sco 

nav if only one SCO

Update OPCV SCORM player to not show multi sco nav if only 

one SCO. SCORM courses that are multi-sco use a left menu 

navigation area, but that is not needed for single sco courses, so 

now when a single sco course is launched, that left menu area is 

removed to improve the look of the page.

LMS-7513 OPCV - Content Access from 

Deep Link

Enhancement Launching OPCV from deep links must adhere 

to defined launch size

Launching OPCV from deep links must adhere to the defined 

OPCV launch size.  This ensures that the OPCV deep links open 

the OPCV window to the same size as specified for OPPortal to 

launch OPCV, versus adhering to a hard-coded size as previously 

done.

LMS-7389 OPCV - Content playback Enhancement Storyline-created xAPI courses were using an 

alternative launch method that needed to be 

supported

An issue in implementation was discovered specifically with 

Storyline-created xAPI courses where an alternative method of 

launching was being used by these courses that needed to be 

allowed based on the xAPI standard.

OPCommon (OPCommon)

Content Viewer (OPCV)
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Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-6704 OPCV - Nugget exit Enhancement Prompt the user to rate a nugget The nugget exit process has been updated to pop up a message 

to ask the user to optionally rate the nugget when they exit the 

nugget, if ratings are turned on.  Ratings will be added to the 

Ratings/Comments tab in OPCV, where they can also access that 

tab to add optional Comments.

LMS-6746 OPCV - Activities Enhancement Expand an Activity when launched from Custom 

Portal

Automatically expand a specified activity ID in an Activities list 

when an activity is launched from the Custom Portal.  Previously, 

if an Activity was selected from an assignments list, the user was 

presented a list of activities where they had to find the specific 

activity again.  Now, if selected, the Activity will open in the list, 

and stay in focus.

LMS-6762 OPCV - Events -Event  

Locations

Enhancement Add Inactive status for Event Locations A new Status value has been added to the Event Locations to 

enable an admin to make an event location "Inactive" and it will 

then no longer appear in the location list for users.

LMS-6999 OPCV - Events / Events 

Calendar

Enhancement Update Event Sessions to display the Duration 

as found at the session level

Update all Event Session displays to show the Duration as found 

at the Event Session level.  Previously the duration was set at the 

class level and applied to the sessions in that class.  The duration 

at the session level can be manipulated separately for each 

session and also includes and is adjusted in unison with the 

Session End time.

LMS-6957 OPCV - Games Tab Bug Correct the display of Game Details for users 

with archived items

Correction to the display of the Game Details for users with 

archived items.  Archived Assignments in a  game were 

incorrectly showing as "Unassigned" in the Game Details page in 

OPCV.  Now shows as "Archived".

LMS-6875 OPCV - My Status - 

Competency Matrix

Enhancement Create separate Curriculums section for 

Competency Matrix

Create separate Curriculums section for OPCV Competency 

Matrix to mimic OPCM Competency Matrix view of skill profiles 

and curriculums.

LMS-7166 OPCV - My Status - Assignment 

Status / Competency Matrix

Bug Showing test scores to users when the test was 

set to not display test scores

OPCV was incorrectly showing test scores to users when the test 

was specifically set to not display test scores.  At end of test, it 

was correctly hiding the score, but user could still see it under 

My Status; corrected.

LMS-6876 OPCV - My Status - 

Competency Matrix

Enhancement Update the Competency Matrix to show the 

item detail within a Curriculum

Update the Competency Matrix in a user's record to show the 

items within a Curriculum in the view of a user's assignments, to 

ensure that if there is a skill profile inside the Curriculum, its 

detail is displayed properly.

LMS-7278 OPCV - Various filters Enhancement Update 'All' in pull-down menus to use key 

phrase

Update 'All' in OPCV pull-down menus to use key phrase in 

language file.  This allows OnPoint to show this word in multiple 

languages.

LMS-6728 OPCV - Notifications - Forums Bug Add the header info to the Forum Digest emails Correct an issue in the Forum Digest emails where the header 

information was not added to the triggered email notifications.

LMS-6459 OPCV - Event Attendance / 

Instructor 

New Feature Allow Event Coordinators access to the Event 

Attendance Page

Allow Event Coordinators access to the Event Attendance Page 

for event sessions they are directly coordinating and for sessions 

of events where they are set to be the coordinator for the entire 

Event -- to be able to take attendance as well as access and 

review session notes etc. similarly to what users set to 

Instructors in OPCM can do.  Requires Custom UX to set the 

access rights.

LMS-7063 OPCV - Event Attendance / 

Instructor 

Enhancement Show linked event sessions on Event Instructor 

Calendar

Show linked event sessions on Event Instructor Calendar so that 

Instructors can see the main session and any linked sessions in 

order to take attendance.

Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-7425 OPPortal - Admin managed 

portlets

Bug Accommodate thumbnails and other images 

within news articles

Correct an issue in the News Portlet administration to allow for 

the upload of a thumbnail and other images to be referenced 

from within the news articles.

LMS-6983 OPPortal - Various Enhancement Update timeouts to align with OPCV settings Update OPPortal to utilize and adhere to standard OPCV 

timeouts and session refresh functions.

OP-Portal (OPPORTAL)
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Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

GW-1066 OP-Portal - Custom UI Bug Correct notification info passed to the Custom 

Portal that was marked for email only

Correction to notification information passed to the Custom 

Portal to ensure that notifications set to Not send the 

notification to the Portal and to only send via email are properly 

not shown in the Custom Portal.  The default setting will still 

check to have the notification sent to Portal, but it can be 

unchecked.

GW-1082 OP-Portal - Custom UI Bug Ensure item name is included in prereq info Correction to OPUX methods to ensure that the item name is 

properly included in the prerequisite information for 

assignments with prereqs.

LMS-7395 OPPortal Login Enhancement Speed up standard logins as well as SSO logins Optimizations have been made to the OPPortal login process to 

speed up the process for standard login as well as SSO logins.

LMS-5701 Custom UI (OPUX) Enhancement Deep link into a specific object's certificate Provide ability to deep link into the certificate for a specific 

object.  The implementation of this is to provide a method to 

launch to a specific certificate directly from the Custom UI 

assignment lists.  This is to align with existing functionality in 

OPCV-Courses tab which provides a clickable icon to view an 

earned Certificate.

LMS-6893 Custom UI (OPUX) Enhancement Provide Webinar times in user's timezone Update OPUX Event Session calls to provide Webinar times in 

user's timezone.  This corrects the display of an event session's 

start time to show in the proper time and timezone relative to 

the user's timezone.

GW-1090 Custom UI (OPUX) Enhancement Updates to the Login and authentication 

process to end timed-out sessions

Updates to the Login and authentication process to ensure that 

old sessions of OPPortal and OPUX cannot request data once 

timed out.

GW-1065 Custom UI (OPUX) New Feature New option to launch polls A new portlet called OP-Poll is available to be launched from a 

custom portal, to open and show polls available to the manager 

or admin. Polls can be associated with specific Event Session 

groups such as in the case of an ILT class, or for any regularly 

managed groups. Polls are created in OPCM and associated with 

groups by an Administrator. The act of starting a poll and 

viewing/showing results occurs in the OP-Poll portlet launched 

from a link in a custom UI.  Users do not see "assigned" polls in 

their normal assignment lists; they have to be provided access to 

them via their portal interface or from a link (or QR code) where 

they can launch a poll from.

GW-1048 Custom UI (OPUX) Enhancement Items not assigned but "available" in Custom UI 

now support the Requires Approval setting

In custom interfaces, items that are "available" to the user that 

are not assigned can now support a Requires Approval value set 

in OPCM.  Previously, only the standard portals supported a 

Requires Approval launch option, that if set, prevents the item 

from being launched until approval has been granted.

GW-1064 Custom UI (OPUX) New Feature New option to apply a Start and End action for 

an event session

Custom Portals now have the option to include a Start and End 

concept for event session instructors to arbitrarily "Start" or 

"End" an event session; these actions drive related triggers pre-

established at the Event Session level.  New trigger actions have 

been created to support these (as described in the OPCM section 

above).

GW-992 CellCast - mobile gateway Enhancement Custom fields now passed to Mobile All defined object-based custom fields are now passed to the 

Mobile UI for both assigned and available content.  These values 

can be utilized by the UI for sorting and filtering requests.

GW-863 CellCast Bug Update hierarchy info sent to mobile apps to 

properly restrict events by catalogs

Correction to the hierarchy information sent to the mobile apps 

to ensure that events were properly restricted by the user's 

available catalogs if appropriate.

Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-7508 OPPM - User Details - 

Assignments

New Feature New value to control whether a Group 

Manager can archive an assignment for a user

A new Configuration parameter has been added that allows for 

the control of whether or not a Group Manager in OPPM has the 

ability to archive an assignment for a managed user.

LMS-6783 OPPM - User Details - 

Assignments - Events

Enhancement Added info to the sessions view when assigning 

a user

Update the view of the available and selected sessions when 

assigning a user to sessions from within the user's record in 

OPPM, including detail for Duration and Location.

Performance Manager (OPPM)
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Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-6781 OPPM - User Details Enhancement New default setting to display users, managers, 

or both in list display

A new configuration value has been added to control whether 

users, managers, or both are selected by default when logging 

into OPPM.  This allows for managers and users to be 

automatically shown  / selected when a PM is first logging into 

OPPM.

LMS-7189 OPPM - User Details - 

Memberships

Enhancement Show a user's Event Location preference under 

Memberships

Add a section in the user's Memberships in OPPM to show the 

user's Event Location Preference.

LMS-7498 OPPM - Users Details - 

Certificates

Bug Correct display of certificates when two  share 

the same name

Correction made to OPCM and OPPM displays of earned 

certificates to ensure that the correct certificate is shown if 

there are two certificates that share the same name.

LMS-7047 OPPM - Users Details - Add 

User Wizard

Bug Update the add user wizard to check if the 

user's login already exists

Correction to the user wizard process in OPPM as it was 

previously not checking to see if the user being created had a 

login that already existed in the OPLS. This was allowing a PM to 

create a duplicate user.

LMS-6863 OPPM - User Details - 

Information tab

Enhancement Added Failed Login info and Clear function Added Failed Login info and Clear function to user record in 

OPPM.  Allows PM to see the number of failed attempts and 

easily clear them as needed. 

LMS-7280 OPPM -User Details - 

Information tab

Enhancement Update the user's group assignments when 

their record is edited and the status is changed 

from inactive to active

The OPPM user edit functions have been updated to evaluate a 

user's group assignments when a user is made active from 

previously being inactive by a PM.  This checks that the current 

assignments made to user's groups are assigned to the user 

when they become active via OPPM.  Replicating the action from 

what is already in OPCM.  This can change the user's 

assignments to reflect those they should have based on their 

group memberships.

LMS-6779 OPPM - User Details - Options - 

Login Actions

New Feature Add Custom Form to User Login action options Update the User Login actions in OPPM to allow for a 

Performance Manager to set that a user should be presented 

with a custom Form on their next login.  This choice is being 

added to the other existing actions (introduced in v6.1) at next 

login: Change Password and show My Profile. This option would 

trump any prior setting made in OPCM.

LMS-6703 OPPM - Groups New Feature Set the "next login" action for all users in a 

specified group  

Add in the ability to set the "login" action for all users in a 

specified managed group for their next login.  The login options 

include "Force Password change", "Force My Profile launch", or 

"Force Form launch".
LMS-7466 OPPM - Appraisals /Evaluations 

- Performance Evaluations

New Feature New Appraisals subtab for accessing 

Performance Evaluations and assigning and 

actioning them

As part of the implementation of the Performance Evaluation 

module, OPPM has been updated to include an additional 

subtab in Appraisals for accessing available Performance 

Evaluations and assigning and actioning them for managed 

users.

LMS-6871 OPPM - Appraisals - Select User Enhancement Improve the page view of a user's past 

appraisals

Update the page view in OPPM to include a listing of all previous 

attempts of that same appraisal taken for that user.  Under the 

Appraisals tab, select the appraisal, then in your list of managed 

users, if a user has taken that appraisal before, there  will be a 

'View' link to see all historical attempts along with any achieved 

scores for appraisals that were actually created as Tests and 

therefore gradable.

LMS-7208 OPPM - Events & Activities - 

Events tab

Enhancement Optimize Event look-ups Review and optimize OPPM Event look-ups to be more efficient 

and attempt to avoid slowdowns when loading the page with a 

large number of Events.

LMS-7368 OPPM - Events - Master Event 

Calendar

Enhancement Update the Timezone filter in the Master Event 

Calendar to align with the selected location

The Timezone filter in the Master Event Calendar has been 

updated to adjust according to the selected location if that event 

location has a defined timezone.

LMS-7397 OPPM - Pending - Events 

Pending Approval

Enhancement Add fields to the Events Pending Approval page Add additional fields to the OPPM Events Pending Approval page 

for Location and Requested Date to help a Manager determine 

what the user has requested, and when they requested it.

LMS-7064 OPPM - Events Enhancement Update the Master Calendar to show linked 

sessions

Update the Events Master Calendar in OPPM to show linked 

event sessions. This helps a PM see what sessions are connected 

and therefore what dates/times their user will be attending the 

event.

LMS-7058 OPPM - Events - Master Event 

Calendar

Enhancement Update Event Location filters to only show 

"Active" locations

Update to the Event Location filters in OPPM to only show 

"Active" locations in the filters. Unlike in OPCM where an Admin 

may need to see Inactive event locations, there is no need to 

show these inactive locations to Performance Managers.
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LMS-7356 OPDOC - Search Bug Correct issue where OPDOC search was limiting 

results to documents uploaded by active admin 

accounts only

An issue was encountered where OPDOC search was incorrectly 

limiting results to only documents that were uploaded by active 

admin accounts.  Documents uploaded by admins where the 

admin had become inactive were no longer visible to users when 

searching.  Corrected.

LMS-7026 OPDOC - Search Feature Change Remove full text indexing and searching Remove full text indexing and searching from OPDOC. Legacy 

search code was only doing a partial job, on a limited number of 

file types, so results were inconsistent. With new metatags in 

place, admins can be sure that documents are keyed 

appropriately. Improved search relevancy logic is planned so 

that Title, Description and Metatags can be weighted to help 

ensure useful search results are achieved.

LMS-7085 OPDOC - Upload Bug Allow the association of a nugget to a 

document during the upload process

Associating a nugget to a document during the Upload New 

Document process was causing an error.  This has been 

corrected and nuggets can now successfully be associated with a 

document.

LMS-7274 OPDOC - document upload & 

download

Bug Ensure new filename can be captured/ shown 

when uploading/downloading documents

Correction to an issue in OPDOC where downloaded versions of 

a document did not properly reflect the original naming of the 

file when uploaded. The downloaded filename was reverting  

back to the original filename.  Corrected.

LMS-7024 OPDOC - Document Upload Enhancement Add support for Metatags Add support for metatags for all supported file types in OPDOC.  

Tags can be added as a document is added to OPDOC and are 

utilized in search functions to find appropriate results based on 

title, description and tags.

LMS-7154 OPDOC - Document List Bug Correct the Document count of a node in 

OPDOC mobile

The Document count at the bottom of a node in OPDOC mobile 

was incorrect.  Corrected.

LMS-6982 OPDOC Timeout Enhancement Utilize OPCV settings for timeouts and session 

refresh functions

Update OPDOC to utilize and adhere to standard OPCV timeouts 

and session refresh functions.

LMS-7415 OPDOC - Mobile Enhancement Create Phrase Key for OPDOC mobile UI 'Back' 

button

Create Phrase Key for OPDOC mobile UI 'Back' button so it can 

be language aware

Item # Location/Functional Area Type Summary Details

LMS-7392 OPReg - registration page Enhancement Add support for the 20 newly added custom 

fields

Add in support for using the newly added 20 custom fields as 

part of the available values to be used in the OPReg self 

registration form.  

LMS-7393 OPReg - registration page Enhancement Allow for a separate login that is not the user's 

email

Update made to OPReg self registration process to allow for a 

separate login that is NOT necessarily the user's email.  

Previously the email was always used as the user's unique login 

and login was not allowed as a separate field.

OP Registration (OPREG)

Document Manager (OPDOC)
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